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Short communication

A library catalogue supports two basic functions – finding function and collocation function.
Bibliographic  datasets  support  finding  function  and  authority  datasets  support  collocation
function.Therefore, authority file is essential to control from of index terms or headings, such as
author headings, or subject index terms for better retrieval efficiency. Authority data management
has two basic routes – internal dataset creation and external dataset application. Records in this file
may be  created locally  by using a  standard authority  data  framework standard like  MARC 21
authority  data  format  or  drawn  from  externally  available  files  such  as  the  name  and  subject
authority files of the Library of Congress or other agencies. 

Library  automation packages  (be it  open source  ILS like  Koha or  commercial  ILS like
Virtua) provide facility to create and maintain authority file in the catalogue module. This file is
acting as a master database, where entry is to be made once. This gets reflected in various modules
of the package (eg. cataloguing module, serials control module, OPAc module). The master file
containing authority entries can be consulted during cataloguing, possibly by display in a separate
window and new headings are immediately added to the authority file with an opportunity to review
or authorized locally or remotely. For example, Fig. 1 shows the authority data entry options in
Koha  ILS.  Selection  of  authority  data  type  will  display  corresponding  authority  data  entry
framework  for  processing  work.  Alternatively  libraries  may  take  advantages  of  cooperative
authority  datasets  like LoC authority  data,  NACO, SACO and VIAF though Z 39.50 authority
search in distributed cataloguing mode. 

Fig. 1: Authority data entry frameworks in Koha

Similarly DSpace can be configured to include SKOS-enabled vocabulary-driven data entry
framework where a submitter can add standard subject term(s) for populating subject access fields
(like  dc.subject in  qualified  DCMES)  from  incorporated  subject  access  system  in  submission
interface and end users can also pick up subject divisions/categories/subcategories during search



and retrieval in user interface. Such add-on data entry framework may further be tuned to support
Unicode-compliant multilingual subject authority files so that submitter has to select at least one
Bengali (or any other Indic script) term from incorporated DDC 3rd summary, otherwise the system
will  show the  caution  message  and submitter  will  not  be  allowed to go  to  the  next  step.  The
selection of subject term(s) from DDC for both English & Bengali is shown here in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2: Subject authority in data entry frameworks  of DSpace

But library systems largely failed to carry forward the same benefit for end users. They don’t
have scope to search bibliographic data and authority data from same search interface. In almost all
library systems bibliographic retrieval and authority retrieval are two silos without any connection
at search interface. For example, in Koha ILS cataloguing can be linked with name authority (in tag
1xx, 7xx of MARC 21 bibliographic format), subject authority (in tag 6xx) etc very easily but at the
OPAC level these are two separate search interfaces (Fig. 3). 

Fig. 3: Bibliographic search and Authority search in Koha in two different interfaces

The situation is not quite different in the global scale. For example, Library of Congress
OPAC, Trove, COPAC, WorldCat etc all  are suffering from the same limitations.  The end user
interfaces  of  these global  bibliographic  database  services  do not  provide any kind of  authority
recommendation based search interfaces for end users. For example the snapshot (Fig. 4) shows that



WorldCat  search interface can’t even direct  users from less known real  name “William Sydney
Porter”  to more popular pseudonym (pen name) “O. Henry”.  Moreover, two queries (as shown
below) yielded different retrieval sets and proved that the end user interface is not supported with
name authority integration. 

Fig. 4: WorldCat search interface 

This deliberation aims to solve this problem by using FAST authority datasets in discovery 
interface to support an authority recommendation based search interface for end users. 

FAST (Faceted Application of Subject
Terminology) is an authority datasets
available under Open Data Commons
Attribution  License  (ODC-By).  It  is
based on Library of Congress Subject
Headings  (LCSH).  The  authority
datasets  from FAST family are  joint
collaboration of OCLC Research and
the Library of Congress. The purpose
of  developing  FAST  is  to  carry
forward the rich vocabulary of LCSH
in  the  Web  environment  and  to
incorporate easily with other retrieval
systems.  Altogether  eight  sets
(personal  name,  corporate  name,
topical  term,  event,  uniform  title,
geographic  name,  form/genre  and
chronological terms) are available for
download  in  different  formats  (iso,
marc-xml, and in LOD format

FAST download page: https://www.oclc.org/research/themes/data-science/fast/download.html



The significance of authority recommendation based search interface may be enumerated as: 
• Most of the national level DL systems (e.g. NDL, India; Trove, Australia etc) are Discovery

systems based on keyword searching at the end user level
• Most DL systems use authority files during metadata encoding (In fact libraries are using

some forms of authority control for the last several decades and libraries provide the largest
chunk of records to national level DL Systems)

• But DL systems fail to provide the benefit of resources discovery and authority search in the
end suer interface rather provides separate search interfaces for record search and authority
search

• Without authority recommendation, a patron would be forced to search for “Smith, William,
“Smith, W.C.”,  “Smith, Bill,” etc. to find all the materials by this author.  

• Keyword searching often yields too many hits in discovery but authority integration may
rightly point users towards the exact search phrase

• In absence of the integration of authority recommendation in discovery, a searcher need to
determine first which name/term is to use in authority search interface, and then the searcher
search that particular name/term in discovery. 

The  methodology  for  incorporating  FAST  datasets  in  library  discovery  interface  is  a
complex one and mainly distributed in three phases – i) harvesting bibliographic data (with proper
link to authority datasets as incorporated in Koha by using FAST dataset); ii) indexing of FAST
authority  datasets  in  VuFind  (goes  to  Authority  Core  in  Solr);  iii)  indexing  of  harvested
bibliographic data (goes to Biblio Core in Solr); and iv) linking of Authority core and Biblio core in
Apache-Solr with the help of an Authority reference control mechanism (which includes authority
recommendation  module,  authority  display  logic  and  authority  reference  control).  The  entire
complex methodology may be illustrated as (Fig.5) below:

Fig. 5: Authority recommendation mechanism in library discovery



The most important achievement of this methodology is to  develop a prototype discovery
framework for integration of bibliographic data  and authority  data  (name authority  and subject
authority  formatted  in  MARC  21  authority  data  standard)  in  real-time  to  generate  a
recommendation  system  in  end  user  search  interface  to  support  efficient  retrieval  of  relevant
resources.  For example, in the snapshot given below (Fig. 6), a user entered “mechanization of
libraries” (a non standard term) but the methodology as stated above redirected the user to the
preferred heading “Libraries automation” under “see also” recommender. 

 Fig. 6: Authority recommendation in action
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